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FIFTEENTH-CENTURY England, on the geographical edge of Western Europe
and the north-western extremity of the known world, was  a  land separated from
the Continent by a  dangerous sea-passage: foreign visitors there certainly were,
and not just regular seafarers, but the journey to these shores could never be
contemplated lightly. Moreover, England’s relations with its Continental
neighbours, particularly France, were often far from friendly and they were not
much better in its own backyard. Hostility to Scotland, still an independent  state
with its own line of kings despite the spoiling efforts of medieval English rulers
like Edward I, remained deeply ingrained, particularly in the northern counties;
Ireland, nominally under English rule, was at best regarded as  a  strange, war-torn
and alien province of little concern to most Englishmen; and Wales, too, was all
too frequently viewed with considerable suspicion. As the anonymous author of
a contemporary ballad, the  Libelle  of Englyshe  Polycye, declared in 1436:

Beware of Wales, Christ Jesu  must  us  keep,
That  it makes not our  children’s  child to  weep,
Nor us also. '

Even within England there remained deep divisions, not least the fear and
hostility of men in the south at any prospect of invasion by northerners. As the
annals of contemporary London chroniclers show, stories of northerners and
northern behaviour, however garbled and unlikely, could find ready believers in
the capital. Early in  1461, when the Lancastrian Queen Margaret of Anjou led  a
largely northern army into the midlands and home counties following her success
over the Yorkists on the battlefield of Wakefield, Clement Paston reported in
alarm that:

. .  .  the  people  in the north rob and  steal, and be appointed to pillage all  this
country, and  give  away men’s goods  and  livelihoods  in all the  south  country.

A contemporary chronicler at the Fenland abbey of Crowland painted an all too
dramatic picture of these unruly men who:
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.  .  .  swept onwards like  a  whirlwind from the  north  and in the impulse of their fury
gttempted  to  overrun  the whole of England . . .  Thus  did  they proceed  with
impunity, spreading in  vast  multitudes over  a  space of thirty miles In breadth, and,
covering the whole surface of the  earth  just  like so many locusts, made  their  way to
the very wails  of London.

In the vulnerable  town  of St. Albans, scene of not one but two battles during the
Wars of the  Roses, a  local  monk recorded how,‘ in‘ every place through which
they came’, this northern army:

. robbed, despoiled and devastated, and carried off  with  them  whatever they
could come  upon  or discover .  .  . sparing neither churches nor clergy, monasteries
nor monks, chapels  nor chaplams..

Such  anti-northern sentiments were to re- emerge later when Richard III  brought
so many northerners with him to the  south  of England. As  a  result of the act of
attainder m January 1484, declared the second continuator of the Crowland
Chronicle, ‘great numbers of estates and inheritances’ were collected into the
royal treasury which the King then distributed:

. . among his northemers whom he planted in  every part of his dominions, to the
shame  of all the  southern  people  who murmured ceaselessly and longed more each
day for the return of their old lords in place of the tyranny of the  present  ones.

And the same author was certainly scathing, early in Henry VII’s  reign, on the
subject  of ‘an ungrateful, seditious  movement  in the North, whence all evil
spreads, in spite of the King’s presence in  those  parts’.

Nevertheless, despite powerful and continuing provincialism, there  was a
growing sense of  '  England as a national entity in the fifteenth century,_a
conviction that Englishmen wereboth different from and superior to men of
foreign extraction, and a developing spirit of national self-consciousness and
patriotic sentiment pervading the literature of the age. As an English delegate to
the Council of Constance declared in  1417:

. . whether a nation be understood as  a  people marked off  from  others  by_blood
relationship or  habit  of  unity, or by peculiarities of language (the  most sure  and
positive  sign  and essence of a  nation  in  divine  and  human  law) . .  .  or whether  nation
be understood, as it should be, as  a  territory equal to  that  of the French nation,
England is a real nation  .  .  .

The existence of  such  feelings in his army perhaps  explains Henry V’s decree of
1419  that ‘no manner man give no reproach to none  other, because of the country
that he is of, that is to say be he F_rench, English, Welsh, or Irish, or of any other
country, and the heart-felt warning of the  Libelle  of Englyshe Polycye:

Keep then the sea about 111 special,
Which of England Is the round  wall,
As  though  England were likened to  a  city
And the wall environ were the  sea.
Keep then  the  sea, that  is the wall of England.

Perhaps William of Worcester England’s first topographer, was pa_rtly inspirpd
by similar sentiments of national consciousness combined with genuine curiosity
about  his native land when, in the  14705, he undertook a series of Journeys
through several English counties and jotted down his impressions in his
Itineraries.  Certainly, at  about  the same  time, the eminent lawyer and political
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theorist Sir John Fortescue, in the course of cpmparing France  most
unfavourably with England, painted  a  notably enthusxastic picture:

England is indeed so fertile  that (it) surpasses  almost all  other  lands in the abundance
of its produce  .  .  . (Its) fields, plains, glades and groves abound in vegetation with such
richness that  they often  yield  more  fruits  to their owners  uncultivated  than ploughed
lands, though  these are very fertile in crops and com  .  . .

As to the inhabitants  they are: -
. .  .  rich in  gold, silver, and in all the riches and necessaries of life . . . They are  fed, in
great  abundance, with  all sorts of  flesh  and fish, of which they have  plenty
everywhere; they are  clothed  throughout in  good woollens; (and) are  well  provided
(with) household  goods  and necessary implements for husbandry: every one,
according to his rank, has all  that  is requisite for an  easy and happy life.

Strangely enough, the  most  graphic portraits of England and the English in
the fifteenth century are to be found among the reports of foreign visitors and
observers. Many of them  were  impressed, whether rightly or wrongly, by
England’s wealthand prosperity, perhaps  reflecting the fact  that  they were most
likely to have travelled through central-southern and south-eastern England as
well as spending a  good  deal of time in London. A Bohemian lord and his
entourage‘in  1466, for instance, after seeing only the  southern  part of the country,
were certainly struck by the fertility and riches of this  ‘little  sea-gm island’, as was
the Italian humanist Polydore  Vergil  in the later years of Henry VII’s  reign when
he drew attention to England’s delectable valleys, high quality beef and
abundance of fish and fowl. More expansive were.the views of an Italian visitor
Andreas Franciscius, in a letter to  a  friend in  1497, and, most interesting and
informative of all, an intelligent report by a  Venetian  envoy put together at the  -
end of the century. Franciscius declared  that  in England:

The farmers are so  lazy and  slow that  they do not  bother  to sow more  wheat  than is
necessary for their own  consumption; they prefer to let the ground be transformed
into pasture for the use of the  sheep that  they breed in large numbers  . . .
Throughout  the island  there  are  plenty of hills, many of them being of chalk, so that
many people have  even  thought that  the whole island  might  be  made  of  chalk.
Fruits are  scafce, because they lack the great heat of  summer.

The  Venetian  envoy of  circa  1500, showing even deeper interest in a  Subject  which
has fascinated  both  foreigners and natives over many centuries, commented  that
the English climate is" ‘very healthy’, while, despite the fact that the country is so
far to the north-west:

.  .  . the  cold  in winter is much  less  severe than in  Italy, and the  heat  proportionately
less  in summer. This is  owing to the rain, which  falls  almost  every day during the
months of June, July, and  August; they have  never  any spring here, according to the
-report of the islanders.

Agriculture, he remarked, again cchoin Franciscius, ‘is not practised in thisg
island beyond what is required for the consumption of the  people’, but this is
partly excused by:

. . . an-immense profusion of every comestible animal, such as  sxags, goats, fallow-
deer, hares, rabbits, pigs, and an  infinity of  oxen  .  .  . But  above  all, they have an
enormous  number of  sheep, which  yield them quantities of wool of the best
quality .  .  . This island also produces a  quantity of iron and silver, and an infinity
of  lead  and tin  . . . '
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A11 in all, the  Venetian  continued enthusiastically, the riches of England:

. .  .  are greater than  those  of any other  country in Europe  . .  .  This is owing, in the  -
first place, to the great fertility of the soil which is such that, with the exception of

‘  wine, they import  nothing from abroad for their subsistence. Next, the sale of their
valuable tin brings in a large sum of money to the kingdom; but still more do  they
derive from their extraordinary abundance of  wool, which  bears  such a high price
and reputation throughout Europe . . . And  everyone  who makes a tour in this
island will soon become aware of this great wealth  . . .

Yet the  population  of the island:

. . does not appear to me to bear any proportion to her fertility and riches. I rode
(from) Dover to  London, and  from  London to Oxford, a distance of more  than  200
Italian miles, and it  seemed to me to be  very thinly inhabited  .  .  .  I enquired of  those
who rode to the north of the kingdom (and) was  told  that it was the same case  there;
Eor wasuthere any variety in the report of  those  who went to  Bristol  and into

omwa

In contrast to Franciscius, who had remarked on the ‘many towns’ and
‘numerous  villages’ in England, he was particularly struck by the lack of
substantial towns and cities, declaring there to be scarcely any of significance
apart from  Bristol, York and, inevitably, London which he believed:

.  .  possesses all the advantages to be desired in a maritime  town  (and) abounds
with every article of luxury, as  well  as with the necessaries of life . .  .

Franciscius, too, had concluded that London, the capital of the  kingdom’, hada
position ‘so pleasant and delightful  that  it would be hard to find one more
convenient and attractive. A Scottish traveller, John nor, was similarly
impressed, in 1521, by England’s capital which, of all the cities in  England, is:

.the largest and the fairest In its situation. There shall you find merchant  vessels
from every part of Europe” .In point of  populatlon  I  place  London before Rouen,

'  the second city of  both  Gauls. In wealth it surpasses Rouen by much.

Certainly the city of York, although second only to the capital and great in
circuit, he considered  ‘falls  much behind  London’ both in population and wealth.
The  Scotsman’s  estimation of the natural resources of England, interestingly
enough, is no  less  positive than that of the  Venetian.  Quite apart from its
abundance of mineral wealth and  expanse  of forest, he declared, the island has:

.  a  sufficiency for its own needs of soil  fitted  for the culture of wheat, winter
wheat, peas, oats; an abundance too of pleasant rivers, well-watered meadows, rich
pastures for its herds of  cattle; nowhere shall you find  softer  or finer wool. The
woods  are well stocked with  stags, hinds, and wild boars; and nowhere, it is  thought,
do rabbits swarm as they do  here.

In  fact, it is doubtful whether England was either as pleasant or as prosperous as
such travellers would  have  us believe, particularly those  parts of the country
beyond their normal circuit.

Foreign visitors were clearly even more fascinated by the English themselves
than the island in which  they lived, and were inclined to ponder at some length on
what  seemed  to many of  them  their extraordinary, not to mention unpleasant and
unwelcoming, national characteristics and habits. John Major recorded in 1521  ,
less critically than  most, that:
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The inhabitants of Britain are of a proud temper and given to fighting. . . In
courage, in prudence, in all  virtues  of  this  nature, Englishmen do not think
themselves the lowest in mankind; and if, in a foreign land, they happen upon a man
of parts and spirit,  ‘  ’tis  pity,’ they say, ‘he’s  not an Englishman.’ .

The notion  that  the English had  a  particularly high opinion of themselves,
especially in comparison with foreigners, is to be found in earlier commentaries
as well: it was, indeed  a  frequently voiced criticism of their behaviour .and
attitudes. Some writers were almost too eager in their condemnations of the
arrogant English, like the Bohemian traveller in  1466  who, despite admitting that
‘in no land have we been shown greater honour’, nevertheless concluded:

I have nothing more  to  record  of the English except that they are, gs it seems to me,
so cunning and_treachcrous  that  a  foreigner cannot be sure of his 11fe among them.

Nicholas  von  Poppelau, a Silesian knight who -spent  some  time in England in
1484, considered the English hot-blooded and choleric by nature and entirely
without mercy when roused to anger. Richard  III’s  subjects, he declared:

-  .  .  .  surpassed the  Poles  in ostentation and pilfering, the Hungarians in  brutality,
and the Lombards in deceit . . . Thc avarice of the people made everything in
England dear . . .  (For  them) the world did not exist apart from England.

A  fifteenth-century Spaniard similarly concluded that the English ‘have no liking
for any other nation’, while a Milanese envoy reported in 1472: -

In the morning they are as  devout  as  angels, but after dinner  they are like  devils  . . .  I
shall  reflect  a-long time before  I  put myself in the  hands  of the English again  . . .
(They) do not keep faith and are  evil  islanders who are born  with  tails.

The  most  comprehensive analysis of the English, as of England, is provided by
the  Venetian envoy at the end of the century. The English, he concluded, are for
the  most  part:

. .  .  both men and women of all  ages, handsome and  well  proportioned .  .  .  (They)
are  great  lovers of  themselves, and of  everything belonging to  them; they think  that
there are no other men than  themselves, and no other world than  England; and

whenever  they see a handsome foreigner  they say that  ‘he looks like an Englishman’
and  that  ‘it is a. great pity that  he should not be an  Englishman’; and when  they
partake of any delicacy with  a  foreigner, they ask him ‘whether such a thing is made
in their country?’

In the interests of natural  justice, perhaps, he  also  reported in a more positive vein
that:

They all from  time  immemorial wear  very fine clothes and are extremely polite in
their language . . .  They are  gifted  with  good  understanding and are very quick at
everything they apply their minds to . .  .  They have  a  very high  reputation in arms;
and frog: the great fear the French entertain of  them, one  must  believe it to be justly
acqulre  .

The; Venetian  was  anxipus  to stress one characteristic of the English above all:
then' deep-rooted aversxon to foreigners such as himself! The English, he asserted
vigorously:

.  .  .  have  an antipathy to foreigners, and imagine  that  they never  come  into  their
island  but to make themselves masters of it and to usurp their goods.

Earlier, the  Bohemian  visitors to Yo'rkist England in the  14605  had complained
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that, whenever one. of them appeared, the natives stared at him ‘as if he had been
some fabulous animal’; while, about a cgntury before that, the French chronicler
Jean Froissart had written of:

. . . the great hau‘ghtiness of the English, who are affable to no  other. nation than
their  own; nor could any of the gentlemen of Gascony o'r Aquitaine, though  they
had ruined  themselves by their  wars, obtain office or appointment in their own
country; for the English said  they were neither on  a  level  with  them  nor worthy of
their  society.

There is certainly a wealth of evidence in English sources pointing to
powerful xenophobic  sentiments, sentiments already manifesting themselves
long before the fifteenth century (notably against Jews), and directed not only at
men from the European mainland but  Scots, Irish and Welsh as well. Andreas
Franciscius remarked, in  1497, that  Scotsmen had always been ‘enemies of the
English and very frequently at wa'r with them’, and  Scots were certainly regarded
as aliens in England and liable-to be taken prisoner if not provided with the

,  necessary permits: in York, for instance, we hear how Robert Davyson  took  ‘a
Scot called master John, physician, not being under  the King our sovereign lord’s
safe conduct nor protection’. The Irish could, on occasion, be treated as if they
too were aliens: under Richard II there was a move to send Anglo-Irishmen back
to their own country; in  1413  it was enacted in Parliament, for  ‘quietness  and
peace within the realm of England’ and the ‘increase and restoring of the land of
Ireland’ that all Irishmen (with certain exceptions) should  be  ‘voided  out of the

_  realm’; as for English settlers in Ireland who went native, they were officially
dubbed ‘degenerate’. Even the Welsh were often regarded as decidedly inferior to
the English: in 1401, for instance, the chronicler Adam of Usk reported hearing
‘very many harsh things to be put in force against the Welsh, to wit, that  they
should not marry with the English, nor get them wealth nor dwell in England’.

Contemporary indications of anti-French, anti-Burgundian and anti-Italian
sentiment are legion. English antagonism to France had a very long history
indeed, dating back to_ at least the time of the Norman Conquest if not before.
King John’s  loss of territory in France, in the early thirteenth century, had
certainly been one factor in ensuring his bad press from the chroniclers of the
time, while Edward III’s successes at Creéy (in 1346) and Poitiers (in 1356) had
done much to enhance his reputation. The so-called Hundred Years War with
France dominated English foreign policy for over a century, in fact, and ensured
that, throughout, there  was an ever-present groundswell of hostility to the
French. The English poet John Gower (c.1327-1408), for instance, despite  a
considerable dislike of war and  a  firm belief that only peace  was truly pleasing to
God, nevertheless took  a  real pride in England’s achievements, accepted
traditional English claims to the French  throne, and declared that an English
king might legitimately wage war in order to claim  ‘his  rightful heritage in all
places’ where it was resisted. Nor is it an illusion to  detect a distinct undertone of
anti-French feeling in the pride of the  Agincourt  Carol  when reciting how in  1415:

Our  King went forth to Normandy,
With grace and might of  chivalry;
There God for him wrought marvellously,
Wherefore England may call and  cry,
Deo  gracias!
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g In 1.441, when the  tide  was clearly turning against the English 1n France, there was
.  'real bitterness 1n the report that mqn from  Dieppe  and Boulogne had taken the

-  King’s subjects:  -

' .in your water of Thames and  then  robbed and ransomed to great sums, beaten
and slain, and their  wives  horribly despoiled to their uttermost shame and

‘confusion.

Moreover when, over half a century after English' possessions across the Channel
"  had dwindled to Calais alone, the young Henry VIII  determined, against all the

odds, to assert  once  more ancient royal claims' 1n France and actually won the
,bzittle of the Spu_rs_ m  1513, it did wonders for his' reputation at home. When, by
contrast, the English King met his counterpart Francis  I  of France amidst great
paigeantry and splqndour on the Field of the Cloth of Gold' m  1520, the Duke of

.' Silffolk, for  one, was not impressed, declaring that  if he  thought  he had any
.  French blood 1n his vei'ns he would be  happy to  lose  all his blood! Perhaps Sir
John Fortescue expressed such hostile, even contemptuous, sentiments more

"  cogently than anyone when he maintained, during the reign of Edward IV (who
lfi‘lmself led a major if uneventful expedition to France 1n 1475), that  the people of

rance

.live' 1n no  little  misery.  They drink  water  daily, and  they taste  no other liquor
unless at solemn  feasts. They wear frocks or tabards of canvas  like  sackcloth.  They
do not use woollens, except  of the chealpest  sort, and  that  _only' 1n their shirts under
their  frocks, and  wear  no  hose, unless to the knees, exposing the rest of their shins.
Their  w0men  are barefooted  except  on  feast  days; the. men and women eat no  flesh,
except  bacon  lard, with which  they fatten  their pottage  in the smallest quantity.

‘ They do not  taste  other  meats, roast or boiled, except  occasionally the offal and
heads of animals killed for the nobles and merchants;

'  Even more strongly, in his famous treatise Ion The  Governance  of England
.(composed in English rather than his more usual Latin), he asserted with
:undisguis'ed scorn that the French.

.grub  m  the ground for their sustenance, (so) that  their nature is wasted and
(they) are  brought  to nought.  (They are) not able to fight, nor to defend the  realm;
nor  have  they weapon, nor money to buy them  weapon- -withal.  But, verily, they live
igtfie mosigxtreme poverty and misery, and yet  dwell  they m the  most  fertjle realm

'0  t e  wor

.  The doubtful record of the Burgundians, sometimes  supporting,s sometimes
'opposing, English ambitions on the Continent helps explain anti- Flemish
'sentiment in the fifteenth century; particularly m London and the south-east.

"Even  more  significant, perhaps, was commercial rivalry and resentment. Yet
'  grass-roots  xenophobia, then as now, could all too easily be triggered. During the
Gre'at Revolt of 1381, for  instance, the  Anom'malle Chronicle  tells how the

1commons in London:-

.had it proclaimed  that  whoever  could catch any Fleming or other aliens of any
nation  might  cut off  their  heads; and so  they did accordingly.

.. Jean Froissart, similarly; describes how rebels m the capital in 1381:

.went  fr_om street to  street  and slew all the Flemings  that they could  find m any
chur_ch o_r in any other  place, (and) theye  was none. respited from death.
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When the  Duke  of Burgundy deserted the English in the mid- 1430s, we hear that
a London mob went on the rampage and attacked:

_  . . .  all kind of Flemings  then  being in London. (Many) were  wounded, many killed,
_  before the multitude could, by open  proclamation, be appeased.

Similarly, in  the_autumn  of 1470, at a  time  of great political crisis in England
(Edward IV  _had Just been forced to flee to the Continent), the London chronicler
Robert Fablan describes how:

.  . . the  Kentishmen began  to wax wild, and assembled  them  in great companies,
and so came unto the out parts of the city of London, (and) robbed and spoiled the
Flemings, and all the beerhouses there, as they came.

A quarter of  a  century later, in  1493, merchants of the unpopular but highly
privileged north German Hanseatic League found themselves victims of
matching violence: Indeed, there  was  a  major assault on their  London
headquarters, graphically recounted by the  Great Chronicle  of London:

.  .  .  about six of the  clock  in the morning certain  servants of the mercery with  others
rode  suddenly into the Steelyard, a place where the Easterlings inhabited, and there
began to  rifle  and to spoil such chambers and other  houses as they might win  into,
so  that  the Easterlings had work  enough  to withstand  them, and the  more because
of the number of idle and ill-disposed persons (who) drew fast unto them. Howbeit
at length the Easterlings shut them  without  their gates, and held  them  so  closed  that
none entered but their friends  .  . .

Even then the affair was by no means over since, not long after the gates were
shut, ‘the  streets  and lanes thereabout which are but  narrow’ were still  ‘stuffed  so
full of  people’ that there was  ‘beating and rushing and heaving at the  gates  to
have broken  them up’.

Even  more  striking and frequent was anti-Italian rioting, again most
notably in London. Andreas Fyanciscius declared with real feeling in  1497  that:

Londoners  have  such fierce tempers and wicked dispositions  that they not only
despise the way in which Italians live but actually pursue  them  with uncontrolled
hatred, (use) them with the utmost contempt and arrogance, and make  them  the
object  of insults. (They) look askance at us by day and at night they sometimes drive
us off with kicks and blows of the truncheon.

Certainly, the rebels in  1381, not content with the sport of slaughtering Flemings,
turned their wrath no  less  vigorously against the Italian community. On  a  day
which  saw, according to the  Anonimalle Chronicle, the beheading of 140 or 160
persons  in all, the rioters:

-  .  . . took their way to the places of Lombards and other aliens, and broke into their
houses, and robbed them of all their  goods that they could discover. So it  went  on
for all that day and the  night  following, with hideous cries and horrible  tumult.

Jack  Cade, leader of a major rebellion in the  south-east  in 1450, demanded
material assistance from Lombards and other aliens in London, swearing that
otherwise his men would  ‘take  the heads off as many as we can get of  them’.  A few
years later, in 1456, the London chroniclers reported further, and particularly
serious, outbreaks of violence in the capital directed against Italian merchants.
Apparently, it all began innocuously enough  with a confrontation between an
Italian and a  young man of the mercery who not only objected to the Lombard
walking through Cheap ‘with a dagger hanging at his girdle’ but took the weapon
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from him and ‘broke it upon his  head’.  When the Italian complained to the
authorities and his challenger was committed to prison, anti-Lombard feeling
erupted with a vengeance. The  same  afternoon, declares  Fabian  ’s  Chronicle:

. . .  suddenly was  assembled  a  multitude  of rascals and poor people of the city,
(who) ran unto certain Italian  places, and  specially unto  the Florentines, Luccans
and  Venetians, and  took  afid spoiled  what  they in their places might find, and did
great  hurt  . . .

Certainly, too, there was considerable resentment among the English merchant
community at the behaviour of Italian traders in the fifteenth century, as is only
too clear  from  George Cely’s bitter complaint in 1480 that:

There is but little Cotswold wool at  Calais, and I understand Lombards have
bought  it up in England.

Even stronger are the anti-Italian gibes of the author of the  Libellg of Englyshe
Polycye.  The commodities in which they dealt, he believed, were  ‘things  of
complacence’ such as ‘suck the thrift out of this land’, summed up by him in the
splendid couplet:

Apes and  japes  and marmosets  tailed,
Nifles and trifles  that  little  have  availed.

His solution to the problem not only of Italian but of all foreign profiteering in
commerce at the expense of English merchants was a powerful exhortation to
government to  ‘keep sharply the narrow sea between Dover and Calais’. The
‘true  process of English  policy’, he declared:

Is  this, to  south  and north, to  east  and  west,
Encourage trade, keep naval supremacy,
That  we may be masters of the narrow  sea.

Does  such xenophobia and nascent protectionism add up to anything
approaching genuine national sentiment in the fifteenth century? More to the
point, can evidence of  a  more positive and less sensational character be found
pointing in the direction of growing patriotism and nationalism? An obviously
relevant underlying trend must be the evolution of the English language and its
significance. The century circa  1350-1450 seems to have been crucial. Edward III,
in the middle of the fourteenth century, probably neither  spoke  nor wrote
English: Norman French was still the language of the court and of the ruling élite.
Yet the chronicler Ranulph Higden (who died c. 1364), despite himself writing in
Latin not English, was vocal in complaining that:

.  .  .  children  in  school, contrary to the  usage  and  custom  of all  other  nations, are
compelled to  drop their own  language  and to construe their lessons (in) French,
(while) gentlemen’s  children are  taught  to speak French from the time that they are
rocked in  their  cradles  . . .

An early breakthrough, seemingly, came in 1353 when it was decreed that English
be  spoken  in all cases in the London sheriffs courts while, ten years  later, the
Chancellor, for the first time, opened Parliament with a speech in English, By
1385 the schoolmaster John Trevisa was able to declare that:

.  in all the grammar  schools  of England  children  are dropping French  and,
construing and  learning in English.

Indeed, he continued, they nowadays:
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.  .  know no more French than their left  heel, and  that  is bad for  them  if  they have  to
go overseas and travel in foreign countries .  .  .  Also  gentlemen  have  now largely
stopped teaching their  children  French.

By the end of the century English was beginning to be used in documents such as
wills, men were tentatively employing the vernacular in personal letters for the
fir'st  time, and, in  1399, the accession of Henry IV meant England now had  a  King
who 'spoke English as his native language. Poets like John Gower, William
Langland and, of course, Geoffrey Chaucer had all opted to write for an English-
speaking audience. In 1400 George Dunbar, in a letter to the King, actually called
upon him to  ‘marvel’ that  ‘I write my letters in English for that is more clear to my
understanding than Latin or French’; in  1402  two English envoys to France
confessed themselves to be ‘as ignorant of French as of Hebrew’; and Henry V,
who ascended the throne in  1413, became the first King of England who preferred
to conduct government business in the vernacular and deliberately encourage its
use by others. When, in  1422  (the year of Henry V’s death), the London Brewers’
Company decided henceforth to keep their records in English they explained
how:  -

. . our mother-tongle, to wit the English tongue, has in modern days  begun  to be
honourably enlarged and adorned, for that our most  excellent  lord  King Henry V
has in his letters missive and divers affairs  touching his own person, more willingly
chosen t6 declare the secrets of his  will, and for the better understanding of his
people, has with a diligent mind procur_ed the common idiom (setting aside others)
to be commended by the exercise of writing.

Progress continued rapidly thereafter and, by about the middle of the fifteenth
century or  soon  after, English can certainly be said to  have  triumphed: more and
more official and semi-official documents were now rendered in the vernacular,
private letters composed in English were becoming increasingly common, and
English literature of all kinds had never before been pumped out in such awesome
quantities.

By the 1450s, too, a standard written English was at  last  slowly becoming
established.  Ranulph  Higden had remarked, in the fourteenth century, that
Englishmen.

.had from the beginning three manners of speech, Southern, Northern  and
Middle speech 1n the middle of the land.

While midlanders could understand  both  their northern and southern
neighbours, he believed, men from the north experienced considerable difficulty
in comniunicating with  southerners.  Even as late as  1490  William Caxton was
still bemoaning regional variations in language, describing how:

. . certain merchants  were  in a ship in the Thames (and) went on land to refresh
them. And one of  them, (a) mercer, came  into a  house  and  asked  for meat, and
especially he asked after  eggys.  And the good wife answered that  that  she  could
speak  no French. And the merchant was angry, for he  also  could  speak no French,
but would have had  eggs  and she understood him  not.  And  then  at  last  another said
that he would have  eyren.  Then  the  good  wife  said that  she understood him  well.  Lo,
what should  a  man in these days now write, egges  or  eyren?

Nevertheless, East Midlands spgech had made itself firmly felt  almost  everywhere
by then and the advent of prinying, despite  Caxton’ s  gloom, was in fact of prime
importance in ensuring that it  became  the basis of standard (and eventually
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modem) English. Cornwall was clearly exceptional in its resistance to the trend,
as a  Venetian  traveller who had the misfortune to land at  Falmouth  in 1506 was
only too anxious to emphasise. ‘We are in  a very wild place’, he wrote desperately,
a  place  which:

. . . no human being ever  visits, in the  midst  of  a most  barbarous  race, so different in
language and customs from the Londoners and the rest of England that they are as
unintelligible to the last as to the  Venetians.

Indeed, almost  half a century later, a  major  objection of the Western rebels to
Archbishop Cranmer’s new English prayer  book  of 1549 was that:

. . . we the Comishmen, whereof certain of us understand no English, utterly refuse
this new English.

Among the earliest vernacular works published by William Caxton was  a
version of the  Brut  or  English  Chronicle  in 1480, and, if the development of an
increasingly standardized English was one landmark both reflecting and
underpinning the growth of national sentiment in the fifteenth century, the
mounting interest in reading and writing history was surely another. The  most
obvious manifestation of this was the evolution of a powerful tradition of
historical writing, by laymen and in English, directed at a wider and more
popular audience than the Latin chronicles of earlier times. Not only does a
remarkably large corpus of manuscripts of the  Brut  survive (over 150 in all and.
often varying one from another), they must constitute a mere remnant of the
number  once in existence. Additionally, there  exists  the fine range of frequently
interlinked and overlapping London chronicles compiled by, and directed
towards, citizens of England’s flourishing capital city, while earlier histories —
most notably Geoffrey of Monmouth’s twelfth-century History of the  Kings  of
Britain  —  seem to have  been  widely read as well.  '

Many of these histories related stories of England’s earlier glories which
might well have helped foster and sustain patriotic and nationalistic fervour in
the fifteenth century. The  Brut, for instance, derived its very name from the
popular notion that the kingdom of Albion had originally been founded by
Brutus  and  a  band of fellow refugees from the  sack  of Troy in classical times.
Considerable enthusiasm was generated, too, by the  legend  of King Arthur  as a
symbol of British resistance to Saxon invasions in the post-Roman era: it is no
coincidence that Sir  Thomas  Malory’s  Morte  d  'Arthur, probably written not long
before his death in  1471, found its way into print on the Westminster press in
1485. Another popular tradition, prominent in the  Libelle  of Englyshe  Polycye,

‘  related how the tenth-century King Edgar, as  a  sign of his supremacy, was rowed
on the River Dee by no fewer than eight tributar'y kings: indeed, according to the
Libelle's  anonymous  author, ‘so commendable to English  men’ was the now
deeply obscure King Edgar that he should be ranked with the likes of Cyrus the
Persian and Charlemagne Emperor of the Franks! More recent English Kings,
too, won acclamation by virtue of their splendid endeavours against formidable
foes, not least Richard I, Edward III  and, following his spectacular military
success at Agincourt, Henry V. .

Modern historians have frequently been inclined to scepticism on the  subject
of fifteenth-century nationalism, stressing that; at  best, it was a product ”of the age
of Elizabeth I when William Shakespeare in particular deliberately projected
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back into an earlier epoch essentially Elizabethan notions of  a  nation in' arms
behind  a  powerful and  patriotic  King of the calibre of Henry V, at worst, a
manifestation of the aggressive pride and self-awareness of nineteenth- -c_entury
Englishmen 1n their portrayal of the past.  This  18 less than  just  for there' IS, in fact,
considerable contemporary evidence of a growing spirit of patriotism and
national self-consciousness in fifteenth-century England, stimulated not least by
the on-going conflict with France in the Hundred Years War.

Poets  were very much to the forefront in promoting and  reflecting national
sentiment. John  Gower’s  poetry, for instance, demonstrates not only a very real
love of England, pride in her achievements and regret at her periodic misfortunes
(notably during the reign of Richard II) but also genuine patriotic fervour when
urging the regeneration of his 'native land by his  patron  Henry IV:

I, John Gower, conclude my counsel: the  King and his people are like the head 'and
the body..Wherc the head is infirm the  body is infirm. Where  a  virtuous  King does
not rule, the people are unsound and  lack  good  morals.

Thomas Hoccleve (c. 1368-1426) certainly showed  a  very considerable  interest  in
contemporary political affairs. no doubt reflecting in-part at least the fact  that  he
lived in London and worked in a government department (as  a  clerk in the Privy
Sea_1 office), and his poems have explicit political themes on occasion: indeed, his
major work the  Regiment  of Prmces  (completed  m  1411), a veritable handbook of
princely virtues, was spgcificglly addressed to young Prince Henry (the futur_e
Henry V). More overtly jingoistic was John Lydgate (c.1370-1449): his account in
verse of England’s rulers from William the Conqueror to  Henry VI was, it  seems,
deliberately designed to appeal to patriotic Lancastrians. Lydgate was, in fact, an  '
overt Lancastria‘n nationalist  who, not surprisingly, became the favourite  poet  of
the Lancastrian Court. In his  Troy Book, presented to Henry V  on his return  home
from FranCe in  1421, he  seized  enthusiastically on the legend of Brutus, ‘so
passingly famous’, as the founder of the nation; as for  Henry V, whose sterling
efforts had apparently ensured  that  henceforth ‘England and France may be all
one’, he is not only a ‘worthy King of wisdom and  renown’ but our  ‘sovereign  lord
and prince of  peace’.  Indeed, Lydgate’s  pride in England’s successes on the
Continent could hardly be contained:

By bow and arrows since the war began
Have  Englishmen, as i_t is read" 1n stpry,
On their enemies had many great victory.

He was by_ no means  alone, moreover, in praising Henry V’s achievements 111
France and their triumphant climax 1n the treaty of Troyes m 1420. Even the
normally all too prosaic London chronicle  Cleopatra  CI  V  broke into verse when
describing the battle” of Agincourt, and enthusiastically related the  King’s
declaration that ‘as I am true King and knight, for me shall never England
ransom  pay’ and his exhortation to his archers to ‘be Englishmen that never
would flee at no  battle’.  When William  Shakespeare, at the end of the  sixteenth
century, portrayed Henry V  as the  paragon  of purist  patriotism  and liberator of  _
the-national spirit in England, be reflected  a  tradition firmly rooted in the hearts
and minds of many of the King’s own subjects in the early fifteenth century.

Certainly, the death of Henry V  produced a profound sense of  loss  and men
soon began to portray his reign as a golden age of national achievement and
English unity_(whatevcr the truth of the matter). Even after  almost a  century.
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Henry VIII might consciously seek to model himself on his illustrious
predecessor both by a  spirited renewal of royal pretensions to the French  throne

'  and, in the éarly‘. 15305, by a powerful reassertion of nationalistic fervour as a
handy weapon against Papal intransigence. The Act' 1n Restraint of Appeals m
.1533, citing ‘divers sundry old- authentic histories and chronicles’, firmly
declaged, indee_d'; that:

.this  realm of Erigland IS an Empire, and so has  been  accepted 1n the world,
governed  by on_e Supreme Head and  King having the  dignity and royal  estate of the
Impe_rial Crown of the- same, unto  whom  a  body politic  (is bound) to bear next to
God a natural and humble obedience.

' i
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